The philanthropic sector invests billions of dollars annually to improve social conditions.

$22.4 Billion

Amount foundations spend to improve social conditions¹

Turning good intent into desired outcomes requires effective evaluation. Evaluation is conducted to provide meaningful and reliable learning that help funders understand the extent to which the solutions they fund are achieving their goals.

257

Number of foundations committed to evaluating their work²

The evaluators’ work designing and conducting evaluations significantly impact the questions that are asked, the methods that are chosen, the patterns that are observed and the recommendations that are made.

Disadvantaged communities are frequently the objects of study, yet the investigators are rarely representative of the community being studied:

“race matters in the settings of the disenfranchised.”³

Evaluators tell stories using the data they gather. Engaging ethnically and racially diverse evaluators increases the quality of evaluation design, approaches, measurement tools, and other elements in the learning process.

Shared lived experiences are theorized to contribute to:

1. the reduction of outsider bias;
2. a more deliberate consideration, by the evaluator, of the evaluation project’s cultural context; and
3. an enhancement of the ability of the evaluator to articulate culturally-diverse milieus in interpreting results and applying findings.⁴

Without diversity among evaluators, think of all the voices that are missing – all those stories that are left untold.

Increasing the number of and access to ethnically and racially diverse evaluators conducting evaluations and supporting learning in philanthropy will increase the likelihood that foundations will achieve their desired impact.
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Number of ethnically and racially diverse evaluators and evaluation firms that are members of Expanding the Bench and growing with your support!

Since 2014, Expanding the Bench has identified, recruited, screened, trained and supported evaluators from underrepresented communities. We would like to work with you to expand the bench of evaluators from diverse backgrounds in our shared determination to improve social conditions.

Let’s Connect
to explore how ETB has the potential to inform your funding approach, change the field of philanthropy and the entire social sector.

Email us at Team@ExpandingtheBench.org to schedule a meeting.